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1 Introduction 
 
This document is a description of the tasks required in order to perform a successful virtual event with the 
Isabel application. It includes procedures and recommendations to coordinate, configure and run an 
Isabel session. Its intended audience are people organizing a virtual event and coordinating all 
participants. 
 
Such organizer will usually be in charge of the following items: 
 
• Event Organization 

• Technical Event Organization 

• Remote Site Organization 

 
The event organizer will be the ultimate responsible person of the event. He will be in charge of 
determining the type of distributed session service to use, coordinating and creating the session agenda, 
disseminating the event, finding proper local and remote contributors to each agenda item and keeping 
good communications with all contributors.  
 
The technical event organizer will coordinate and deploy all technical aspects of the venue and all 
aspects of the Isabel platform. For this last task, coordination with the remote site organizers is a vital 
piece of success. 
 
The remote site organizer will make sure that his site’s configuration matches the design of the Isabel 
platform as determined by the technical event organizer. This may just consist of the setup and 
configuration of an Isabel terminal, to the setup and configuration of an auditorium. In the latter case, the 
work to be done is similar to the technical event organizer. 
 
In the next three sections we will describe the tasks to be performed by the event organizer, the technical 
event organizer and the remote site organizer. The following three sections are of a technical nature. 
Section five has an in-depth description of the Isabel platform, its components and how to start a session 
and how connect to a running session. The sixth section deals with the details of connecting a large room 
or an auditorium to an Isabel session. The seventh section includes tips for proper Isabel session 
topology setup. The eighth section includes useful ideas on how to run the event itself, and finally, some 
notes on the Isabel licensing are included in section 9.  
 
The document also contains several Annexes with more detailed information. The rest of this section 
introduces the distributed event services available via Isabel to an event organizer. 
 
 

1.1 Distributed Event Types 
 
The first decision to take respect the distributed event is to choose the ideal distribution method for the 
event at hand. The Isabel platform offers three different pre-established service options described below 
(check “Isabel reference handbook” in Annex A: Isabel Documentation, for more details): tele-meeting, 
tele-conference and tele-class.  
 

1.1.1 Tele-meeting service 
 
Tele-meeting is intended to emulate physical meetings of a small to medium sized group of people. 
 
In the tele-meeting service, every participant sees the same screen layout. Of course, one of the sites 
may still open additional windows, but the Isabel multimedia components will be the same for all 
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participants. This does not mean that the interaction between the tele-meeting participants is rigid, on the 
contrary, Isabel’s tele-meeting service adapts to the needs of the participants allowing for quick display 
mode changes.  
 
As example we show some of the available interaction modes in tele-meeting service through the 
screenshots simulating the development of a possible meeting and illustrating it with Isabel screenshots.  
The meeting may start showing the image of all attendees on screen mimicking physical presence and 
allowing all participants to be aware of who has joined the meeting.  
 

 
Figure 1.1 Initial tele-meeting interaction mode 

 
One of the meeting attendees may be taking the floor and show a larger image of his site to evidence this 
fact. 
  

 
Figure 1.2 Tele-meeting, one speaker has the floor 

 
That attendee (or any other) can open a presentation that will be displayed on all screens and will be able 
to control the slideshow.  

 
Figure 1.3 Tele-meeting, presentation mode 
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After the presentation a question time may be opened showing a question panel with those sites wanting 
to put forward a question highlighted and the questioner sharing the main display with the presenter. 
 

 
Figure 1.4 Tele-meeting, question mode 

 
The important distinctive feature of tele-meeting is that every participant has exactly the same 
modification rights, fully emulating the behaviour of a real meeting. This has two consequences. On one 
hand, any of the participants can change the interaction mode in use at any given time for all other 
participants as there is a unified display, and, on the other hand, every participant may change (some) 
parameters of every other participant. For example, anyone may change the input gain in the Isabel audio 
table, open or close the microphone of any other participant, or reset a misbehaving component in the 
Admin Window. 
 
 

1.1.2 Tele-conference service 
 
The tele-conference service is intended to emulate large physical conferences with one or multiple 
auditoriums, other smaller sized sites and/or single participants. The auditoriums and participants may be 
located anywhere in the world. 
 
The interaction modes available to the participants are the same as the ones available to the tele-meeting 
service, but only one of the participants will have the control over the common display, though for backup 
purposes more than one is recommended. All other participants will only be able to manage their local 
settings, for example audio volumes.  
 
In tele-conference we can identify two distinct roles on Isabel terminals: the producer, who manages and 
controls the interaction modes and the floor, and the participant, who may change local settings only. The 
producer will follow a pre-establish script and the chairs instructions as to when a speaker has the floor, 
when this speaker opens the presentation, etc. The producer will modify the displayed view accordingly 
and show the speakers identification (under titles) below his image.  
 
 

1.1.3 Tele-class service 
 
The tele-class service is intended to emulate physical classrooms, with the traditional roles of teacher and 
students, allowing for modifications of the assignment of the teacher role to a different location at any 
given time.  
 
The interaction modes available to the participants are the ones available to the tele-meeting or the tele-
conference service, but again, the display control permissions work differently adjusted to a virtual 
classroom. A virtual classroom identifies three different roles: the teacher, the students, and an operator.  
 
The teacher has control over the rhythm of the class without requiring full knowledge of the setup. The 
teacher modifies the common display, the interaction between the distributed classrooms, the display of 
presentations or a shared whiteboard, the opening of question period, etc. 
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The students will only have access to technical aspects of their own terminal, such as audio setup, chat, 
etc.  
 
Finally, the Operator can assign the Teacher role to any participating site during the class as well as 
assist the teacher by selecting the proper interaction modes as required. Only the active Teacher will see 
the Teacher control window.  
 
 

1.1.4 Event Service Selection 
 
All three services use the same base code, work the same way and display a common view to all 
participants of the session. The different services map the features of the real events.  
 
The teacher is the only one controlling the class dynamics; the chairman controls the floor of a 
conference whereas in a meeting all participants have the same opportunities to intervene. Therefore, the 
main difference between Isabel services resides in the access to session control available to the 
participants. The different control options are configurable at service start. 
 
The selection of the Isabel session service can be done through a direct mapping of the real event that 
would suit best the event at hand. 
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2 Event Organiser’s Tasks 
The event organizer’s tasks are very similar to the tasks to be performed for non-distributed events. The 
organizer will have the ultimate responsibility for the organization of the event. One of the initial steps to 
take is the selection of the event topics, coordinating the programme committee, selecting the type of 
distributed session as discussed in the introduction and putting together the session agenda. After 
indicating special points to take into account when building the event agenda we itemize the main 
administrative tasks of the event organiser. 
 
We recommend to also read section 5 The Isabel platform to have an insight into the components of 
Isabel and know how to start a session or connect to a running one. 
 

2.1 Event Agenda 
 
In order to find proper contributors for the agenda topics agreed upon by the programme committee, the 
event organizer would have to perform a targeted dissemination effort. The event and call for participation 
will have to be announced in relevant forums and news media using any reasonable means, e.g. mailing 
lists, web announcements, posters, etc. The only difference between local, traditional events and 
distributed events is the fact that the contributors do not need to travel to the local venue. No 
geographical restrictions need to be taken into account and any suitable contributor may be part of the 
event with the sole consideration of their time zone and the network connectivity. This message should 
be clearly stated on the dissemination efforts.  
 
One aspect that needs special consideration in order to set the event agenda is in the time difference 
between the time zone of the local venue and the time zone of each remote contributor. Scheduled 
remote contributions should be planed at a comfortable time for the remote contributor. This may mean 
the scheduling of presentations for more eastern sites during morning sessions and for those located 
more to the west during the afternoon. 
 
For events that take over one day, consider performing a distributed event only for specific sessions, as 
the time zone differences will cause a disruption in the availability of some of the remote sites due to 
untimely hours in the night. 
 
For coordinating with several remote sites it is vital to have proper means of communication suitable for 
all. In Annex B: Communication you can find a description of suggested communication paths. 
 
 

2.2 Administrative Procedure overview 
 
The administrative procedures to follow will depend on the type of event chosen. A tele-meeting will 
probably not require any special venue. Requirements on a tele-class are different to a teleconference. 
We suggest this procedural overview: 

1. Compile the resource requirements for the venue 

This tasks requires to prepare a thorough list of all resources required for the event, size of the 
venue, available coffee-break and/or lunch services, physical space to socialize, human resources for 
the planning and performance of the event, etc. Special requirements derived from the fact that the 
venue is a distributed event are: available technical services such as IP network connectivity with the 
required bandwidth, video and audio equipment, good beamers with high lumen for projection of the 
video-conference, staff travel and lodging costs, etc. 

2. Venue scouting and contracting  

Suitable venues need to be visited and checked for availability and cost of the requirements specified 
in the previous step. The suitable venue need to be contracted possibly many months in advance for 
well attended conferences. Most venues will also offer coffee breaks and lunches, which can be 
contracted too.  
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3. Dissemination of the event 

In order to attract attention and interested people it is very convenient to announce the event in all 
relevant media and forums, broadcasting the event agenda together with all the speakers and 
possible also the title of the presentations. Important is to announce the possibility of remote 
participation from anywhere through the Isabel platform and announce any other auditorium that may 
be setup in parallel to the main venue. 
It is important to prepare promotional material with the agenda, sponsor information, posters, local 
venue logistics (coffee break location, restaurant area), as well as touristic information (hotels, 
restaurants, local tourist attractions). Local participants to the main event site will receive this material 
upon registration. A slight modified material pack may also be shipped to other auditoriums creating a 
unified event setup. For other remote sites or participants one can prepare downloadable information 
sheets with the general event agenda removing any data referring to the local logistics. 

4. Coordinating and organising event contributors and technical contacts. 

Success of the event relies on proper coordination of all event contributors. It is important to have a 
complete list of contacts of local and remote contributors. For the remote sites one also needs a 
technical contact in charge of the remote site’s setup. This may be just an Isabel terminal, but can 
also be an audio-visual room or an auditorium. Depending on the specific setup of each site, early 
coordination, distribution of handbooks, setup information and testing plans may be necessary.  
This list is needed for general coordination of the speakers and contributors. It allows an easy 
distribution of information such as the upload procedure for the presentations, or the event script. The 
script determines the event dynamics: where the speakers will be sitting, when can they access the 
stage, how to control their presentations, etc, all necessary steps to be able to capture all event 
aspects through the cameras. A well thought of script allows for proper contributor labelling and 
identification by local and remote participants. 
Finally, the contact list allows the event organizer to thank all participants and technical contact for 
their effort and work towards the success of the event.  
For the organization of a big event it is very convenient to count on some type of collaborative 
environment that allows each of the sites or participants to be aware of the status of the preparations, 
the next steps to be performed and the tests to be done. You can find suggestions on tools to use in 
Annex B: Communication. 

5. Coordinating resource delivery to the venue 

If some of the required services are not provided by the venue itself, these must be subcontracted to 
other companies well in advance. The delivery of these resources may take some time (e.g. specific 
network capacity line) and need to be contracted soon. All necessary equipment needs to be shipped 
and delivered to the venue on time. 

6. Service the community 

There are pre-event and post-event tasks to consider. Before the event, necessary tools need to be 
developed and deployed. These tools range from a registration procedures and forms, presentation 
or support document upload interfaces, search and find tools to locate presentations, contributors or 
agenda points. Feedback procedures to maintain and improve available tools are convenient. 
Post-event task to take into account are: fill an event repository with downloadable, recorded event 
sessions, photos of the event sessions and socials, gathering feedback from local or remote 
attendees among others. 
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3 Technical Event Organizer’s Tasks 
 
The technical event organizer will report to the event organizer. He will be responsible for the technical 
organization of the event including the Isabel platform. An Isabel event organizer is not only related with 
the high level coordination, since he will probably need to help the remote participants of the session; in 
consequence, an organizer must also be familiar with the rest of the Isabel documentation. Links to 
further documentation can be found in Annex A: Isabel Documentation. 
 
In the next subsection, we suggest a technical overview of the technical procedures related to the 
distribution of the event. We also recommend reading following sections: 5 The Isabel platform, where the 
different Isabel components are described as well as a session start and how to connect to a session, 6 
Connecting a Room or Auditorium to a Session, where detailed audio and video setups are pointed out 
as well as specific Isabel auditorium setups, 7 Technical setup of the Isabel platform, with the topology 
considerations needed to have a smooth session and, finally, 8 Holding an Isabel Event where you can 
find a test plan, hints on the human resources that may be required as well as some post-event tasks. 
 
 

3.1 Technical Procedure overview 
 
The technical procedures will also depend on the type of event chosen by the event organizer. These are 
the main aspects to take into account: 

1. Compile the technical resource requirements of the venue and the Isabel platform 

This is task will provide Task 1 of the administrative procedures with all relevant technical resources 
required to perform the event with success. Therefore it will include all the audiovisual requirements 
of the local venue and minimum requirements for all remote sites. These remote site requirements 
will include suggested hardware for the Isabel terminal, audio-visual room setups (camera locations, 
etc) and remote auditorium setups if required. 

2. Help remote participants to install and test Isabel 

As remote participants show interest in joining the event, all relevant information about their local 
installation needs to be sent to them and their contact included in the contact lists. The information 
provided to the remote sites may range from a simple Isabel PC installation and configuration, to a 
full-fledged auditorium setup instructions. Some sites may require help with their setup caused by 
incompatible hardware or miss-configurations or venue issues. All aspects of the remote site 
installation should be checked and tested thoroughly together with the technical contact of that site. 

3. Design of the Isabel platform 

Once the remote sites have been identified it is very convenient to design the Isabel platform such 
that all videoconference traffic flows in the most efficient way. This task has to be performed very 
carefully and is specific to a distributed event. Therefore, all necessary steps have been described 
thoroughly in section 5, The Isabel platform.  
 
For most Isabel sessions advanced features, such as remote terminal management, complex flow 
server topologies, media servers, etc, are not required. In these cases, the organization of the 
technical setup is reduced to a simple task described with enough detail in the “Isabel 4.11 quick 
guide” available in Annex A: Isabel Documentation. 

4. Running the Event 

The days before the event and the event itself are of high workload for the event organizer. The tasks 
to perform are of a wide range: from verifying the proper delivery of all resources to the event, 
deployment and configuration of the resources delivered, test of all the technical components 
required. During the event enough staff needs to be present to properly manage the audio/visual 
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equipment as well as the Isabel platform. Further explanations on how to run an Isabel event can be 
found in section 8 Holding an Isabel Event. 
 
Ideally, the people running the Isabel platform during the event have gathered enough experience 
and fluency in managing the application to be able to use the application and solve any arising issues 
on the fly. 
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4 Remote Site Organizer’s Task 
 
 
The remote site’s organizer’s tasks depend very much on the complexity of the site. On the simplest 
scenario, the remote site would be enabling just one user to connect to the distributed event through a 
personal computer with individual headphones and microphone. A more complex setup would consist of 
a site with a small audiovisual setup, room speakers, a big, shared screen and individual microphones for 
the participants. A third possible scenario would consist of a full-fledged auditorium.  
 
It is obvious that the remote site organizer’s task will strongly depend on which scenario he/she has at 
hand. With a simple PC setup, the only required task to be preformed is the installation and configuration 
of Isabel. A description on how to install, test and configure Isabel can be found in section 5 The Isabel 
platform. 
 
If the remote site is an audiovisual room, the remote site’s organizer additionally has to test the 
compatibility of the room’s hardware with Isabel and be sure that no echo is introduced and the video 
cameras can properly capture the room’s participants.  
 
The most work intensive setup is a remote auditorium. In this case, the remote site organizer will have to 
establish a good communication path with the event organizer. Most of the tasks described for the event 
organizer will have to be performed by the site organizer except for the coordination between sites. We 
recommend, that the remote site organizer also reads sections: 6 Connecting a Room or Auditorium to a 
Session, where detailed audio and video setups are pointed out as well as specific Isabel auditorium 
setups and section 8 Holding an Isabel Event where you can find a test plan, hints on the human 
resources that may be required as well as some post-event tasks. 
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5 The Isabel platform 
 
 
With Isabel platform or Isabel session we refer to the whole setup required to run an Isabel service like 
tele-meeting, tele-class or tele-conference. The Isabel platform is composed of several Isabel terminals, 
linked together through a specific IP network topology, and running a service chosen by the programme 
manager.  
 
The Isabel services have been described in section 1.1 Distributed Event Types, tele-class, tele-meeting 
and tele-conference. Each of these services determines what interaction modes and control panels are 
available to which participants. The specific interaction modes activate or deactivate different components 
of the Isabel application, like the video component, audio component, slides component, whiteboard 
component, etc. For a full list of the components and their use, read Annex C: Isabel components. 
 
This section will explain the Isabel platform with detail, the terminal roles, how to obtain, configure and 
run the Isabel software, how start and configure an Isabel session, how to connect to a running Isabel 
session and advance site configuration. 
 
To read more about Isabel session topologies go to section 7 Technical setup of the Isabel platform. 
 
 

5.1 Terminal roles 
 
Every Isabel terminal participating in a given Isabel session participates with a particular role. We identify 
three different roles: interactive terminal, a flow server and the session server. 
 
 

5.1.1 Interactive Terminal  
The Isabel Interactive terminal, also known as Site, is a computer with audio and video input. This means 
that there is at least one real physical participant behind it with a possible technical operator. 
 
The following picture depicts the audio-visual setup of an interactive terminal of a remote participant. The 
PC requires a camera or webcam to capture the image, speakers to hear the voice of the other 
participants and a microphone to capture the participant’s voice. 
 

 
Figure 5.1 Audiovisual setup of an interactive terminal 
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Small loudspeakers and simple microphones may be used for this setup, and an USB camera is enough, 
if high quality is not needed. The standard PC screen or laptop is enough for the participants to follow the 
conference. 
 
If the system is to be used by exactly one person, an even better approach is to use a headset including 
both headphones and microphone, since it highly eases the audio setup and solves many noise and echo 
problems. 
 
 

5.1.2 Session server 
Any given Isabel session will require only one session server. The session server or session master is the 
root of the flow-servers tree. The session server may also be an interactive terminal. It should be 
configured as interactive terminal at start-up, unless there is no participant using it, in which case it is a 
flow-server (see below). 
 
The session server is important, as it is the terminal that starts the session. It defines the service, the 
quality to be used by all session terminals and configures any special or additional parameters needed for 
the session. These parameters are described in the subsection Advanced Site Configuration in this 
chapter. 
 
 

5.1.3 Flow-server Terminal 
The flow-server is an Isabel terminal that replicates the media and control flows for all or a subset of 
session participating terminals. The terms MCU (Multicast Control Unit) and irouter (Isabel router) or just 
the acronym FS are used to describe a flow-server. 
 
To illustrate the flow-servers role, in the following picture B is a session flow-server, since all flows 
received from A, will be resent to C and D. B will do the same for any flow originating in C or D.  
 

 
Figure 5.2 Flow server terminal 

 
Each of the links to B must have at least the same bandwidth as the quality configured by the session 
server. For example, if the quality of the session is set to be 2M, each of the links should be of at least 
2Mbps. We will come back to terminal communication later.  
 
Every interactive Isabel terminal includes also a built-in flow-server. However, the flow-server role is used 
to identify a terminal without interactive participants. 
 
 
 

5.2 Downloading and installing Isabel 
Isabel 4.11 is distributed as an Ubuntu Hardy Heron live DVD or USB stick called LUI (Live Ubuntu 
Isabel). The PC Hardware to run Isabel must be supported by this Ubuntu distribution. The Isabel PCs 
minimum requirements are:  
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• CPU: Pentium IV 1.4 GHz or more 

• RAM: 1Gbyte of RAM 

• Sound Card and microphone: full duplex interface. Session servers or flow servers do not need a 
sound card.  

• Graphic VGA Controller: 1024x768 resolution is used in typical Isabel sessions. 

• Video interfaces: video cards or Webcams supported in Ubuntu. 

• Network Interface: a 10 Mbps Ethernet is enough to connect to a session. Servers or flow servers 
may need more, i.e. a 100 Mbps Ethernet interface.  

 
LUI runs without hard disk installation and can run Isabel on PCs with Windows, or even with no OS 
installed. The CD, DVD or USB images should be downloaded from http://www.agora-
2000.com/products/isabel/downloads.html and burned to the corresponding medium. Further detailed 
burning instructions can be found in the Isabel LUI guide (in Annex A: Isabel Documentation). Once the 
LUI (Ubuntu Linux Isabel) medium has been successfully burned, insert it in the PC and boot from it. 
 
Isabel commands are invoked by clicking on the "Applications -> Isabel" menu item. 
 

 
Figure 5.3 Isabel Menu item in Ubuntu applications menu 

 
Several commands are available: "Help", "Utilities", "Connect To", "Local Test", "Start Session Server", 
“Edit Local Configuration” and “Stored Sessions”. 
 
We recommend updating the Isabel version on the LUI (unless just been downloaded). A version update 
can be started by following this menu sequence: "Applications -> Isabel -> Utilities -> Isabel Update". 
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Figure 5.4 Isabel Update menu item 

 
Please ensure you accept any agreement shown on screen while installing Isabel. 
 
We recommend to test the local audiovisual setup by running local tests "Applications -> Isabel-> Local 
Test". This Isabel mode facilitates local audio and video testing guiding the participant through 
troubleshooting wizards in case of problems and helping to configure comfortable audio levels that 
introduce no echoes. 
 
 

5.3 Starting an Isabel Session  
 
In order to run an Isabel session, one of the Isabel terminals should be the session server and has to be 
the first to start up. The server defines the session parameters describing and configuring the general 
conference. The session server’s location should be determined when designing the Isabel platform 
topology (see subsection 5.5 Advanced Site Configuration).  
 
The interactive sites will also have to do some configuration of their local Isabel application, which should 
be provided by the technical event organizer following the platform topology chosen. The description of 
each site will include its role, interactive or flow-server, the way it connects to the session topology and 
some session parameters. 
 

 
Figure 5.5 Session information  

 
The session parameters and the site description options are described in the next subsections. 
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To start a session server with a base configuration, tele-meeting is suggested, even if a different service 
is being finally used, because it eases the tests, select the menu option: “Applications  ISABEL  Start 
Session Server”. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.6 Start Server menu item 

A new window will open in order to set the session configuration and global parameters. This window will 
also display the session URL that the participants need to connect to the session. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.7 Start session server window 

 
You will have to provide a session configuration such as session name, service, quality and password. 
The session name should allow for a clear identification of your event. The session service depends on 
the type of event that you need, options are: tele-meeting, tele-class or tele-conference. The quality 
parameter determines the event quality, and matches the bandwidth used in each topology. Valid values 
are 128k, 256k, 384k, 512k, 1M, 2M and 10M and possibly a connection password, if the session is 
private). 
 
The session server is also an Isabel terminal and needs a connection nickname (unique for that session) 
and the physical location. If additional advanced parameters are required click on Edit Local 
Configuration. The options that can be set are explained in the following subsection. 
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Clicking on Start Server will initiate the Isabel session server. At this moment remote participants will be 
able to connect to your session. 
 
On complex setups with lots of remote participating sites one may consider a specific topology design 
that makes the most efficient use of available network resources. Read 7.2 Isabel Session Topology for 
further details. 
 
 

5.4 Connecting to an Isabel Session 
 
To connect to a running Isabel session execute the menu item: "Applications -> Isabel -> Connect To".  
 

 
Figure 5.8 Connect to menu item 

 
A new window (see below) will open in which you have to introduce the session information and terminal 
information as provided by the technical event organizer.  
 

 
Figure 5.9 Connect to Session window 
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The first parameter of the session information to configure is the session URL or IP address of the 
session server or a flow server acting as a proxy to the session server. If it is a password-protected 
session, complete the password field.  
 
The terminal information includes a nickname field, a unique identification of the participant. This field 
could be a name or the company’s acronym. Finally, the location parameter allows the identification of 
your physical location to all event participants. If additional advanced parameters are required click on 
Edit Local Configuration. The options that can be set are explained in the following subsection.  
 
Clicking on “Connect” will initiate the connection process to the session URL.  
 

5.5 Advanced Site Configuration 
 
An extra Isabel Options window can be opened to configure further necessary parameters. This window 
can be started through the Start Session Server window, the Connect to window or the menu item 
“Applications -> Isabel -> Edit Local Configuration”.  
 

 
Figure 5.10 Edit Local Configuration menu item 

The Isabel options window has several tabs with information and allows for the configuration of all 
session parameters:  
 
Site ID tab: Requires a Nickname and an optional but recommended physical location. 
 

 
Figure 5.11 Isabel Options window: Site ID tab 
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• Nickname: unique identification of a terminal in the conference. The Nickname together with the 
location will be used as display title on the site’s video. As a convention the acronym of the remote 
site’s affiliation is used, but any distinctly identifying nickname will fulfil the purpose of permitting a 
clear and quick identification of the site to the rest of participants. 

• Location: physical location of the terminal. The convention is to use the city’s name of the remote site 
or the country or country code.  

 
 
Administrative information tab: the fields of this tab are not mandatory but recommended: name of the 
remote site’s institution, two administrative and two technical contact names and emails. 
 

 
Figure 5.12 Isabel Options window: Administrative Info tab 

 
Site role tab: there are only two options available for this mandatory configuration option, interactive and 
flow-server terminals. The event organizer will determine which one should be used according to the 
topology chosen. 
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Figure 5.13 Isabel Options window: Role tab 

 
 
Multicast tab: select only if this site is connected to a multicast cloud. You will then be able to configure 
following extra options: 

• TTL: maximum hops for the multicast datagram. A default of 4 is provided. 

• Audio, Video, FTP, Pointer, Vumeter and Application Sharing multicast groups to be used. 
Default IPv4 group values are provided. 

• Act as multicast gateway: If checked, the terminal will connect by unicast to that peer, and so will 
be the parent of its multicast cloud. If unchecked, the terminal will be a child in the multicast 
cloud. 

 

  
Figure 5.14 Isabel Options window: Multicast tab 

 
 
Media controls tab: type the UNIX X11 display where the control windows should be sent. It defaults to 
:0, the local terminal itself. Different values may be provided for different panels (Application Sharing 
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Control, Audio Control, Data Control and Video Control) allowing for more granular management options, 
or just one value on Default control display may be provided for all of them.  
 

 
Figure 5.15 Isabel Options window: Media Controls tab 

 
Parameters tab: add additional parameter/value pairs to allow for a fine-grained configuration of the site. 
We describe the most common parameters used here; check the “Isabel Services Handbook” for a 
complete list.  
 
• ISABEL_AUDIO_BYPASS_1, ISABEL_AUDIO_BYPASS_2 and ISABEL_AUDIO_BYPASS_3: these 

parameters can be set to specific terminal nicknames (IDs), the first one corresponds to the master, 
the rest of them are slaves: IDmaster IDslave1 IDslave2 IDslave3. If this parameter is set, 
whenever the audio of one of the slaves should be active, the audio of the master will be activated 
instead. This parameter should be used whenever more than one Isabel terminal is deployed in the 
same auditorium. More information can be found in the “Isabel audiovisuals” manual. This parameter 
has to be set on the session server only. 
 

• ISABEL_CTRL_SITES: specified as a list of UNIX regular expressions matching terminal nicknames. 
It controls which terminals will have control panels available in the tele-conference or a tele-class 
service (see 1.1 Distributed Event Types). This parameter has to be set on the session server 
only. The terminals set in this parameters also need to perform some extra Ubuntu configuration in 
order to allow that control window to be displayed locally. First, clicking in the menu item System -> 
Administration -> Login Window a window appears. This window contains a Security tab, where the 
option Deny TCP connections to Xserver as to be unchecked. The user than has to logout and login 
again. On a Terminal window following command needs to be executed: xhost + server_IP_address. 
This will allow the control panels to be shown on that terminal. 
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Figure 5.16 Isabel Options window: Parameters tab 

 
 
F.E.C. tab: set the overhead to be used by Forward Error Correction. This technique is used to 
correct datagram losses in networks with plenty (“almost infinite”) bandwidth and small residual 
datagram loss rate. The bandwidth needed in the media flow link of the tree is increased by the 
selected percentage, in order to be able to correct small losses. We do not recommend the use of 
FEC except if really needed. 
 

 
Figure 5.17 Isabel Options window: F.E.C. tab 
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6 Connecting a Room or Auditorium to a Session 
The audiovisual set up needed for participation in an Isabel session depends on the type of room or 
auditorium to be connected to the session. If the room is small the set up is very simple, but large rooms 
or auditoriums need sophisticated set ups.  
 
The following subsections show some guidelines to deploy the audiovisuals needed for Isabel, ranging 
from single-user systems to large auditoriums with thousands of attendants. 
 
From the audiovisuals point of view, and Isabel terminal is summarized in the following picture. 
 

 
Figure 6.1 Interactive terminal audiovisual connections 

 
Notice that every input and output (both audio and video) is a completely standard analogical signal. 
Whatever is connected in such inputs and outputs depends on the specific needs, but usual setups are: 
 
• Audio input: microphone, mixing table, VCR audio, TV audio, DVD audio, radio receiver. 
• Audio output: loudspeakers, mixing table, VCR audio, power amplifier, or audio splitter. 
• Video input: USB camera, composite camera, VCR video, TV video, DVD video, video matrix, video-

mixing table. 
• Video output: screen, beamer, VGA splitter, VGA-VC converter (to VCR video). 
 
 

6.1  Small Room Set Up (up to 8 persons) 
 
Small rooms for up to 8 persons can be set up with following equipment: a microphone, loudspeakers, a 
video camera and a large PC screen, as shown in the figure. A couple of microphones connected to a 
small audio mixing board or an omni-directional microphone are usually the best choices. Another good 
choice for audio is a hand-free audio peripheral including microphone, loudspeaker and echo cancelling, 
for example the SoundPointPC from Polyspan or Coherent. 
 
The PC screen can be used alone if it is large enough (17” to 29”). Otherwise it can be projected on the 
wall using a VGA beamer. This can be performed by connecting the beamer directly to the VGA 
connector of the PC or by using a VGA splitter as shown in the next figure (many VGA beamers actually 
include a built-in splitter themselves). 
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Figure 6.2 Screen and beamer projection 

 
Since, the attendants may be up to one or two meters away from the Isabel terminal, USB webcams are 
not recommended. 
 
The following figures show standard table configurations for small rooms. 
 

 
Figure 6.3 Small room table configurations 

 

6.2 Large rooms and auditoriums 
 
Large rooms or Auditoriums need also a more sophisticated audio set up. An audiovisual expert is usually 
in charge of these sites and can help during installation. We will introduce the main aspect to take into 
account for proper audio and video setup in the next subsections.  
 

6.2.1 Audio setup 
In a large room or auditorium we will have several audio sources. As example we would have the 
chairman, the speaker with fixed microphones, some wireless microphones for questions from the 
audience, the input audio from the Isabel platform and possibly extra sources as music. All these audio 
sources need to be mixed to produce just one audio output to be sent to the room speakers, a recorder 
and the Isabel platform. The next figure shows a typical set-up where all the audio sources are mixed in 
an external audio mixer. 
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Figure 6.4 Auditorium audio setup 

 
The audio mixer produces two mixed signals: 
 

1. Input Audio mix: The audio signal obtained by mixing all the local audio sources is fed to the Line 
in of the Isabel terminal and to the “Output Audio mix”. The Isabel terminal will broadcast this 
audio input to the rest of the terminal in the session.  

2. Output Audio mix: This audio signal is sent to the venue speakers and is obtained by mixing the 
“Input Audio mix” from the local audio together with the Isabel terminal’s audio output. This mix 
must be performed because the Isabel audio output includes only the sound from the remote 
terminals, but not the local audio. 

 
The local audio mixing is very important, since a miss-configuration of any component may lead to noise 
and echoes. In particular, the mixing table must be configured such that the Isabel audio is not sent back. 
 

 
Figure 6.5 Audio mixer connection setup 
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On the terminal this feedback should be avoided too: auditorium audio fed through the Line in of the 
terminal should not be reproduced by the Line out. 
 
 

6.2.2 Video setup 
In large auditoriums the use of more than one Isabel PC in the same auditorium is highly recommended 
as it provides the rest of the sites a much better view of the local venue activities. One Isabel terminal can 
capture one video image and display it to the Isabel session participants. With multiple Isabel terminals 
one can have on the common Isabel display the image of the speaker, the chairman and any person 
asking questions from the audience. Each of the terminals will have a video camera attached, which is 
always pointing to the same subject. The next figure shows a multi terminal setup recommended in 
auditoriums or lecture rooms. 
 
 

 
Figure 6.6 Multiple Isabel terminals per room or auditorium 

 
The main recommendations to be followed for this set up are: 
 

1. Use one terminal for the speaker or lecturer 

2. Use a second terminal for the chairman 

3. Use a third terminal (or more) for the audience and persons asking questions. 

4. The beamers should project the screen of the speaker terminal to minimize the delay with the 
real image. 

5. If more than one projection is made, al projectors should be feed from the same source, for 
example screen projection and speaker feedback flat panel.  

6. Notice that the audio of the Isabel terminal with the speaker video is sent to/from the mixing table, 
but not the audio of the rest of Isabel terminals. Instead, they are configured as slaves of the 
speaker’s audio, configuring additional parameters (see section 5.5 Advanced Site Configuration) 
of the session server (setting the variables ISABEL_AUDIO_BYPASS_1 to “IDmaster IDslave1 
IDslave2 IDslave3 …”. The effect of this setting is that whenever any of the auditorium terminal’s 
audio is set to be active the audio of the speaker (master) is activated. 
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Figure 6.6 shows also an additional suggested control room terminal that may have several purposes: 
 

• Act as a display terminal for the teleconference and tele-class control panels and the exported 
controls of the speaker terminal, so that they are not shown on the projected screen 

• Control the chat window to coordinate with remote participants  

• Act as audio master, instead of the speaker (see point 6 above), for sorter cables 

• VCR/DVD playback (instead of a video camera) 

 
An additional terminal may be deployed with the function of the presentations server, a VNC server. 
 
One final aspect to take into account is the video quality shown by the auditorium cameras. The subjects 
captured by the cameras may need special illumination so that the camera can obtain sharp images. The 
speaker and chairman will usually have special light sources available while the projection screen should 
be kept in a dark zone. The audience may need to have some light sources turned on in case of 
questions. A typical layout of a lecture room or auditorium is shown in the figure below.  
 

 

Figure 6.7 Illumination 

 
We identify three separate illumination zones with specific controls:  
 

1. The speaker or lecturer zone. All the area of movement of the speaker must be properly 
illuminated. The blackboard, if used, must be in this zone.  

2. The audience zone. On a classroom setup, participants may require enough light to be able to 
take notes or read documentation. On an auditorium, the audience may be in a dark zone during 
most of the time. On question time, the audience will need more light so that the camera can 
focus on the asking participant and capture good quality video. 

3. The projection zone. Although actual high intensity projectors can project in illuminated rooms, a 
much better image is obtained if the projection is in a dark zone. Therefore, the illumination from 
the audience and lecturer zone must not overlap with the projection zone.  
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7 Technical setup of the Isabel platform 
 
Isabel runs over IPv4 and/or IPv6 with following considerations: 

• Enough bandwidth must be provided. Note that modem, xDSL, cable and other low-end local loop 
access services may have a given nominal bandwidth and a different actual bandwidth (due to 
aggregation, noise limitations, etc). Usually, the only way to check whether it meets the session 
bandwidth requirements is just a real network test. The bandwidth available has to be checked and 
configured by the session server as the Quality parameter. 

• Network delays. Isabel, like any multimedia application, generates some reproduction delay due to 
software buffering, processing, etc. These delays are usually unnoticeable. If the network introduces 
delays, buffering enough data will take more time increasing the delays. The end result is a delay 
between the common display shown locally and on the remote sites. 

• Active elements in the communication path, such as NATs or firewalls, may affect the communication 
from any site’s terminal to the session server or flow-server. In the next subsections we will describe 
how Isabel handles this problem. 

• Avoid bottlenecks: If there are many connected sites and all connect to the session server, this 
machine may become a bottleneck, saturating the network and/or the processing power. Proper 
topology design using other terminals flow-server feature as proxy servers has to be taken into 
account. 

The event organizer has to take all these items into consideration in order to build a convenient Isabel 
platform deployment and will be described in following sub-sections. 
 
 

7.1 Firewall configuration 
 
In today’s Internet, it is very common to find NATs (Network Address Translators) or Firewalls in the 
network. These active elements in the network path avoid real end-to-end communication and may block 
some of the many TCP/UDP ports used by Isabel. For this reason, Isabel now builds a tunnel for all 
component communication limiting the amount of open ports required to one UDP unicast port and 
therefore substantially easing firewall configuration.  
 
This port requires bidirectional communication for successful session connection. Isabel connects to the 
session server (session URL) over UDP port 53018. If port 53018 is closed by a firewall, Isabel will try to 
connect over the following UDP ports: 53, 88, 161, 162, 500, 1080, 1720 and 4672 tested for openness in 
this order. If any of those ports is open no further configuration is needed in the firewall. If none of them is 
open, the firewall administrator should open UDP port 53018. 
 
The use of tunnels may be disabled though this is not recommended, as a wide number of ports will be 
used depending on the components in use. Knowing the particular IP port each component is 
communicating on is not needed for normal Isabel usage. But when helping other participants to join a 
session this information allows troubleshooting possible restrictive NATs, firewalls or miss-configured 
network devices. A list of public and private ports used by Isabel can be found in Annex D: Internet IP 
ports used by Isabel. 
 

7.2 Isabel Session Topology 
 
Designing the ideal topology for an Isabel session is a matter of experience. However, there are some 
very useful tips to follow as described below. 
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Try not to saturate the Flow-servers: if a lot of participants connect to the same Flow-server, it may get 
saturated and become a bottleneck. For example, in the picture below labelled “wrong”, A receives 
eleven connections, so it will probably be saturated (its CPU burning, out of memory, the network 
interface at full capacity or whatever). The example labelled “right” would be a better approach for the 
same Isabel session. 
 

    
Figure 7.1 Topology design with flow servers as proxies 

 
It is not easy to provide a recipe with the maximum connections a Flow-server can serve. It highly 
depends on: 
 
• The Quality of the Isabel session: the lower the Quality the lower the bandwidth used, which in turn 

means less traffic to be managed, so more connections can be received. 

• The CPU, memory and network of the Flow-server: the better the capacities of the computer, the 
larger the number of connections it can attend. 

• Whether the Flow-server is only a Flow-server (as A in the pictures above) or also an interactive 
terminal (as B or I). 

 
Experience says that, for a Quality of 2M, a non-interactive Flow-server with a modern mid-end computer 
(P4, 2GHz, 512MB RAM, 100-Ethernet) can serve around 6-7 connections; the same computer being an 
interactive Flow-server can serve around 3-4 connections. Quality affects roughly as 1/Q (that is, half 
Quality means around double allowed connections). 
 
Notice that the “uplink” connection also counts as a connection for this purpose. For example, in the 
“right” picture above, B has four connections (to A, C, D and E), A has six (to B, F, G, I, K and L), and I 
has three (to A, H and J). 
 
 
Design the topology to best fit the physical network: for example, in the figure labelled “wrong” below, 
D, E, F and G connect to B. Four copies of the same Media flows are travelling through the WAN ATM 
link. Since the ATM link is only 2Mbps, the quality of the session can’t be set higher than 2Mbps/4=512K. 
In the right example, there is only one Media flow going through the ATM link, so 2Mbps can be used for 
the session. 
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Figure 7.2 Topology design adjusted to the physical topology 

 
 
Deploy the Flow-servers as close to the core network as possible: as a corollary of the last tip, an 
institution organizing a session with many participants should try to deploy one or more Flow-servers in 
its ISP premises, near the network core. 
 
A “wrong” example depicted in the picture below shows that the core of the network requires “infinite” 
bandwidth, if we suppose that the connection from each of the participant sites to the core is large 
enough. 
 
If the Flow-server A is deployed in our own premises, the bottleneck is our access to the network. If for 
example we have a 512Mbps Frame Relay link between our premises and our ISP, the maximum quality 
to be used for the Isabel session would be 2Mbps/6=166Kbps  128K… 128K! 
 
In the figure labelled “right” below, a Flow-server is deployed in the ISP premises, allowing the six 
participants to connect to it using the “infinite bandwidth” Internet, and using our 512Kbps only for our 
own interactive terminal. This way, the Quality can be set as high as 512K. 
 
Whether the cost of deploying or renting a Flow-server in the ISP premises is larger or not than raising 
the bandwidth of our access link is out of the scope of this document, but should be taken into 
consideration. 
 

 
Figure 7.3 Topology design, location of the flow servers 

 
 
Use multicast when possible: even if a corporate LAN is used, high quality Isabel session may use a lot 
of bandwidth and saturate it. In the “wrong” example below, if a quality of 2M is used, around 
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7x2Mbps=14Mbps travel through the Ethernet LAN. A 10Mb Ethernet is not enough, and even a Hub-ed 
(half-duplex) 100Mb Ethernet will be saturated (in fact even the CPU of B may be saturated, as shown 
above). The “right” example uses the Ethernet built-in multicast features to drop only 2Mbps in the LAN 
(the control flows, which travel through the dotted lines, are relatively low bandwidth consumers). 
 
 

    
Figure 7.4 Topology design: multicast usage 

 
 
Deploy backups if possible: if the teleconference needs resilience, the Flow-servers that manage many 
connections are critical points of failure. 
 
For example, the right picture below (which is on the left side) is a good approach, as stated above. But 
the “even better” picture (on the right side) is an even better approach. A failure of the Flow-server A ruins 
the teleconference in the first case, but in the second case a couple of minutes is enough to launch up 
the teleconference again, using the A’ Flow-server as Session server as tree root. 
 

    
Figure 7.5 Topology design: backup flow servers 
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8 Holding an Isabel Event 
 
 
Holding a distributed Isabel event will require some testing, deployment and coordinating efforts. In the 
next subsection we suggest some testing plans and some ideas on human resources required to hold the 
event smoothly. The last subsection is a reminder of some post-event tasks that we consider important. 
 
 

8.1 Testing Plans 
 
Testing each and every possible aspect of the Isabel session before the event actually starts is vital for its 
success. Tests include the setup of an Isabel terminal on each remote site, verifying that audio and video 
are properly setup and the available bandwidth is sufficient. Most of the testing effort goes to the 
auditorium itself in case of a tele-conference event. 
 
The test plan of an Isabel session is highly dependant on the experience of the people in charge of the 
Isabel session deployment. The following hints are a good approach for participants with no Isabel 
knowledge, but suggested times can be reduced as the technicians gain experience. Take also into 
account, that a distributed conference with hundreds of participants is obviously more complex and needs 
more testing than a quick technical meeting between trusted people. You must adapt theses guidelines to 
the needs of your Isabel platform. 

• Months in advance: if you are organizing a tele-conference and have to build up the event 
programme, contact possible speakers and relevant stakeholders 3-4 months in advance to check on 
availability, interest and have enough time to react on changes. Notice that administrative issues 
(such as licensing, room reservations, etc.) may take a lot of time to be solved.  

For a smaller tele-meeting, this coordination can be started just over a month before. For ad-hoc tele-
meetings with a small agenda and small number of participants less than a month may be suitable. 
 
During this coordination it is important to gather all technical and administrative contacts for each of 
the speakers and remote participants. 
 

• Month in advance: Get in touch the technical contacts of the remote participants soon, at least one 
month before the teleconference. 

Provide them with documentation, computer requirements, network requirements, Isabel Life CD, etc. 
Note that, although they will probably install Isabel in half an hour, they may find hardware problems 
or may need to purchase new hardware (if the available hardware is unsupported by the Isabel Life 
CD or due to audiovisuals needs). These issues may take several days, or even weeks, to be solved. 
Not allowing for some time to address these issues, even if not that common, may cause inability to 
participate from that remote site.  

• 15 days in advance: Schedule the first general test with all participants around two weeks before the 
teleconference. In this test all remote Isabel terminals should be tested on the location used for the 
actual event. Issues that did not arise during other tests may come up now. For example, different 
audio hardware is now used and was not tested, wireless microphone are used in this new location, 
etc. You may also detect possible bottlenecks on Flow-servers and will have time to adjust your 
network topology.  

Even if some participants can’t meet this deadline, theses first tests will remind them of the work to be 
done. Many others will have encountered problems and that can be solved with the tests. For 
example, a participant may successfully install and locally test its Isabel terminal, and deploy it in a 
network that he thinks to be enough; but when he tests with you, you discover that the network is not 
good enough (due to NATs, firewall, lack of bandwidth, etc.). 
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During theses general tests it is a good idea to perform a quick introduction to Isabel to the technical 
contacts, since it helps them know what they are doing, and how to solve possible arising problems. 
We suggest to check following items:  
 

Network: check that communication is possible and delays are kept to a minimum, that the bandwidth 
available is enough for the planed event; jitter is non-existent or very small. Consider using QoS if 
necessary. 

Audio: the microphone used does not introduce any noise and the audio configuration removes 
echoes, the ideal distance to the used microphone is determined, the audio mixing board is 
properly configured (if available).  

Video: the video camera or webcam has good enough quality image without pixelization; the subject 
is well illuminated.  

Presentations: if the remote site is performing a presentation, check that his is familiar with the slide 
control.  

Chat: familiarize the remote site with the use of the chat such that during the event there is off-event 
communication possible.  

 
The tele-meeting service is suggested for theses tests, since it is easier to manage. Later, the final 
service (tele-meeting, tele-class or tele-conference) can be used. 
 

• 7 days in advance: Schedule additional tests as needed, to solve the problems of participants that have 
not successfully connected or that had previous issues. Do not overwhelm them with unnecessary tests 
all is working perfectly. 

If the equipment for the auditorium needs to be shipped, all equipment needs to be checked for proper 
configuration and all components are functioning properly. This includes all the laptops or workstations to 
be used in the auditorium, all capturing devices, microphones, cameras and the required cabling, network 
equipment, VNC server and possible walky-talkies that may be used. All equipment needs to be properly 
packed for shipment to avoid any damage.  
 

• 1 day in advance: Schedule a final test one or two days before the actual teleconference. These tests 
will be used to adjust the audio, test the final equipment at the auditorium, the venue acoustics and video 
tuning, etc. 

Again, for this test the remote participants must have their Isabel terminals setup in the final location used 
during the event without any hardware change. No last minute changes should be introduced to hardware 
or configuration from this point on. 
 

• 1 day in advance: Schedule a rehearsal before the actual teleconference (the day before if the 
conference starts in the morning; during the morning if the conference starts in the afternoon). 

This rehearsal may find (and solve) last arising problems or test last minute unavoidable hardware 
changes. 
 
 

• 1 hour in advance: Ask the Isabel operators to arrive and start the session at least one hour before the 
teleconference starts. You may need to perform additional small adjustments during this hour receive last 
minute agenda changes and a quick check on the presence and availability of all remote participants 
(time differences may cause confusion sometimes). 
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8.2 Human Resources 
 
There are very specific roles to be performed during an event. One single person may perform several of 
these roles simultaneously during the event.  
 

Floor Manager 
The floor manager is in charge of: 
 

• Coordination with the local and remote contributors and presenters, locating physically local ones 
in the auditorium and warning them when their turn comes following the pre-established event 
script. Warn remote participants of their turn. Obtain any last minute presentation updates of all 
participants to be included in the VNC server. Warn all relevant contributors and organization 
staff of last minute agenda changes. 

• Coordinate with the chairman the script of the session and any agenda change. 

• Provide the script master with the name, position and affiliation of the new presenters to the 
Isabel control desk, such that proper sub-titles can be produced. 

• Keep a birds eye vision of the development of the event. 

 

Script Manager 
The main tasks of the Script Manager are: 
 

• Coordinate with the floor manager and the chairman the main flow of the event to set the proper 
interaction mode and upddate any speaker sub-titles. 

• Start the presentation mode and question mode following the chairman and speaker instructions. 

 

Audio Manager 
The audio manager will have to make sure that the local or remote speaker has his audio device open, 
the audio volume is adecuate and any noice introducing audio input is muted. 
 

Camera operators 
The auditorium cameras should be manned. The camera operators should keep focus on their target: the 
chairman, the speaker or the auditorium questioner; taking close-ups of the target whenever needed. 
 

Chat Manager 
The chat manager should be monitoring the chat window and help solving any last minute issue that a 
remote site might have.  
 

VNC Manager 
The VNC manager will have to make sure all presentations received from the floor manager can be 
opened and reproduced. The presentations need to be pre-opened and ready for the presenter as the 
chairman introduces him. 
 
 

8.3 Post Event tasks 
 
After the successful event, it is nice to send a thank you message to all the contributors. If the event was 
recorded, the videos can be edited, tagged and published such that they can be checked upon. The 
recorded videos may be published as streamed flows or as downloadable files. 
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9 Licenses 
 
Isabel is licensed software. Purchasing the licenses to run the Isabel session may or may not be the 
responsibility of the organizer, but you must know about it, to solve the problems that participants may 
have. Each Isabel terminal requires a local licence file, which can be a demo license. Further details 
about licences are available in Annex E: Isabel Licences. 
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Annex A: Isabel Documentation 
 
Other available relevant documentation related to an Isabel session that can be read or downloaded from 
http://www.agora-2000.com/?display=products/isabel/documentation-new.html are: 

• Introduction to Isabel-4.10 and documentation overview: an overview of the rest of the 
documentation and of Isabel’s main features.  

• Isabel LUI guide: Live Ubuntu Isabel CD, DVD and USB installation instructions. 

• Isabel quick participation guide: instructions on how to make a quick videoconference using 
preinstalled Isabel terminals. 

• Isabel services handbook: reference book about the tele-meeting, tele-class and tele-conference 
services. 

• Isabel reference handbook: reference book for the Isabel application. 

• Known problems: compilation of problems (and fixes) that are related with Isabel, but are not 
actually part of Isabel (such as Operating System, Hardware, etc). 
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Annex B: Communication 
 
Communication is the key to a successful event. It starts with the event dissemination and call for 
contributions to determine the event programme and ends by thanking all contributors and collaborators 
that made the event possible. In between many coordination messages and documents need to be 
distributed to various type of collaborators. We suggest using four communication channels: web page, 
email, chat and telephone. 
 

Web page 
The web is very useful for long-term coordination. A wiki-style collaborative web page should be created 
with the following information: 

• Name of the meeting and administrative information (such as venue address, location and 
reachability) 

• Programme of the session and presentations (if applies) 

• Name, email and telephone of the administrative and technical contacts of all speakers and remote 
participants 

• Mailing lists used for the coordination (if used) 

• Links to additional information, such as Isabel streaming, recorded videos, etc. 

The following figure shows some examples of Isabel web pages. 
 

 
 
 

Email 
Email is very useful during the technical preparations of the session (first installation and tests, technical 
support, etc). The creation of a mailing list with all the technical contacts is highly suggested, because it 
helps to do two things: 

• Everybody is aware of latest developments, even if it does not directly apply to you. 
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• An archive is kept. Very useful to check on decisions taken or remember configuration options. 

Use the mailing lists provided by your IT department or use an external mailing list provider (even free of 
charge, such as http://www.yahoogroups.com). 
 

Chat 
Chat is a powerful job tool to keep real-time communications, allowing much quicker interaction than any 
other tool, to solve issues, questions or problems. It allows to easily copy-paste from/to the Isabel 
terminal, which highly eases the support during the tests phase. It is also a many-to-many communication 
tool, which allows a pool of technicians to attend the chat, and take part in the conversations, work, and 
solve the problems all together. 
 
There are several available solutions for chat. Instant Messaging applications (such as MS MSN, ICQ, 
Jabber, Yahoo Messenger, etc) may be used, but the IRC service (either deployed by yourself or by a 
third party, such as IRC-Hispano or others) is highly advisable, because of two advantages: 

• It has many clients available for many platforms and operating systems. In particular, the 
LiveUbuntuIsabel CD includes Gaim, an instant messaging client with support for IRC (see the 
Participant’s guide for information about it). 

• It is room-based. That is, if you know that the IRC coordination is made in the channel #isabel of the 
server irc.mydomain.com, you just need to connect to that channel, and you will meet the other 
technicians there. On the other hand, IM solutions are people-based: you need to know in advance 
the address of the other persons to communicate with them. 

The chat will be used during the Isabel organization mainly in two phases: during the remote participants 
Isabel installation, configuration and test, and during the session itself in order to coordinate off session 
with the remote participants and resolve issues arising during the session run. 
 
During the setup and testing, the chat client should be run on the Isabel terminal itself. The organizer will 
help the participants to install, test and setup their Isabel terminals using this chat. Any arising problems 
or questions will be brought up more easily.  
 
Later, while the Isabel session is running and on the air, it is convenient to have the technical contacts of 
each site connected to the chat off session to solve last minute issues or agenda changes. It is important 
that it is off session such that no other site is disturbed. 
 
A very simple chat mechanism is included in the tele-class Isabel service to be used by the operators. 
Please use the “Isabel Reference Handbook” for more information. 
 

Phone 
Unexpected problems will arise, in these emergency situations chat and email are slow channels, or may 
be unusable (due to network problems). The only reliable, direct and quick communication path is a 
phone call. It is important to collect this information from the start. 
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Annex C: Isabel components 
 
Isabel uses multimedia components to perform distributed events. Each component can be turned on/off 
at any time. Depending on the set of components used we define different modes of interaction: pre-
defined modes are tele-class, tele-meeting and tele-conference.  
 
These are all Isabel components:  
 
FTP component. The FTP component is in charge of sending slides and background images from the 
local terminal to all or a subset of Isabel terminals in a session. It is the Isabel’s FTP client/server 
daemon. 
 
Audio component. The audio component sends the local audio stream to the rest of terminals in a 
session and receives their audio flows to play them through the local audio hardware.  
 
PRST component. This component manages the pointer, the background of the Isabel session, the 
slides and the titles for the videos. 
 
SldFTP component. This component is the FTP GUI, which becomes visible when clicking on the 
“Slides FTP” button in the tele-meeting and tele-class toolbar. 
 
VNC component. This component is the NeReDa VNC client/server and reflector. 
 
Notepad component. This component is the Notepad application, which opens when activating a 
Notepad interaction mode. 
 
Whiteboard component. This component is the Whiteboard application, used when activating a 
Whiteboard interaction mode. 
 
ShDisplay component. This component is the SharedDisplay VNC client/server.  
 
Video component. The video component is in charge of receiving and displaying remote video streams 
and of sending the local video flow to the rest of terminals connected to a session. 
 
CamControl component. This component is the application, which opens when clicking on the “Camera 
control” button in the Isabel toolbar. It is used to remotely control robotized video cameras. 
 
Question component. This component is in charge of managing the questions panel. 
 
Monitor component. This component monitors the well functioning of the components and enables the 
start, stop or restart of any component available on a specific interaction mode.  
 
ClassCtrl component. The ClassCtrl component is in charge of managing the Teacher’s Control Panel 
in a tele-class. 
 
Chat component. The Chat component manages the Chat window in the tele-class service. 
 
SpeechMeter component. This component manages the Semaphore in a Teleconference event. 
 
Subtitles component. This component manages the Subtitles component in a Teleconference event. 
 
 

Interaction modes 
 
Combinations of components are preconfigured to build interaction modes. The available interaction 
modes for a terminal will vary depending on the service being used and the role of that terminal in the 
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session. An example of interaction mode is the “Slides presentation mode” (see figure below), a 
combination of: 
 
 

 
 
 

• The video component, displaying all (or some, depending the service) videos on the left side of the 
desktop. The video of the terminal which selected the mode is displayed the upper left corner and its 
size is larger than the other’s. 

• The audio component enables the audio of the site, by activating the mode and muting other audio 
streams. 

• The slides component displays the selected slide set in a larger window on the right part of the 
desktop. 

• The pointer component shows the position of the mouse of the site activating the mode in all the 
other terminals. 

 
The list of available interaction modes is very large to be detailed in this manual, but the “Isabel services 
handbook” (see Annex A: Isabel Documentation) can be consulted for further in-depth description. 

 

Terminal Communication 
 
The communication between Isabel terminals depends on which types of components are active at any 
particular moment. All components can be grouped into three distinctive types of flows: 

Control flows: a control tree is build following the session topology, from the interactive terminals to the 
flow servers or the session server, and between the flow servers and the session server, reaching all 
session participants. 

An example is the NeReDa flow, which carries the application sharing flow, from the originating 
terminal to the session server or the flow server it is connected to, and from there the flow is 
replicated to all the participants. 
 

Media flows: flows follow unicast trees from the originating participant to the session server or flow server, 
or the multicast distribution trees if multicast is used. Obviously, if only unicast is used, the media tree 
and the control tree are exactly the same. 
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An example is the video flow, which carries the video from one participant to others following the 
media tree. 
 

Direct flows: these are flows of data between two different terminals, direct connections not following the 
tree at all. They do not travel between flow servers or to session servers. 

An example is the XLIM service (used to remotely manage Isabel session, subscription, remote 
start/stop), which connects directly from the XLIM client making the request to the XLIM server. 
External connections, such as the Deaf&Dumb subtitles service, follow a similar approach.  
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Annex D: Internet IP ports used by Isabel 
 
The ports listed in this annex are only used if the tunnelling configuration of Isabel is switched off. Isabel 
uses public ports for communication between terminals and private ports for communication between 
running daemons inside the same terminal. To obtain a detailed list and explanation of used ports, read 
the “Isabel participant’s guide”. 
 

Public ports 
 
The following table summarizes all the public ports used by Isabel to communicate with the rest of the 
Isabel terminals and the flow-server. The flow type is explained in Annex C: Isabel components. Some of 
the ports depend on N, which is the session number. 
 
Port Protocol Type Description 

53008 tcp Direct Deaf&Dumb subtitle reception (teleconference only) 
53015 udp Direct Iperf network performace from client to server 
53016 udp Direct Iperf network performace from server to client 
53017 udp Direct Tunel port for the stage setup (only one public IP available) 
53018 udp Direct UDP tunnels integrated into Isabel to traverse NATs and 

firewalls 
53019 tcp Direct XLIM session management 
53020+N*16 tcp Control NeReDa control 
53021+N*16 tcp Control NeReDa RFB flow 
53022+N*16 tcp Control Prisma/SLEVA service flow 
53023+N*16 tcp  Control SeCo service flow 
53020+N*16 udp Media Irouter flow control 
53021+N*16 udp Media Audio RTP 
53022+N*16 udp Media Audio RTCP 
53023+N*16 udp Media Vumeter RTP 
53024+N*16 udp Media Vumeter RTCP 
53025+N*16 udp Media Video RTP 
53026+N*16 udp Media Video RTCP 
53027+N*16 udp Media FTP RTP 
53028+N*16 udp Media FTP RTCP 
53029+N*16 udp Media Pointer RTP 
53030+N*16 udp Media Pointer RTCP 
53031+N*16 udp Media Shared Display RTP 
53032+N*16 udp Media Shared Display RTCP 

 

Private ports 
 
A number of private ports are used inside the Isabel terminal, for inter-daemon communication, and to 
connect components with the local built-in flow-server. You will only encounter communication issues if 
the local terminal has a local firewall installed on the system, since theses flows are always used against 
127.0.0.1 or ::1. 
 
Port Protocol Description 

51000 tcp Irouter control flow 
51001 tcp Video control flow 
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51002 tcp Shared Display control flow 
51003 tcp Pointer control flow 
51004 tcp FTP control flow 
51005 tcp Camera controller control flow 
51006 tcp XUtil control flow 
51007 tcp Audio control flow 
51008 tcp Vumeter control flow 
51009 tcp SAM control flow 
51010 tcp NeReDa control flow 
51011 tcp SeCo control flow 
51012 tcp Mimio control flow 
51013 tcp Recorder control flow 
51000 udp Monitor 
51001-2 udp RTP Audio 
51003-4 udp RTCP audio 
51005-6 udp RTP Shared Display 
51007-8 udp RTCP Shared Display 
51009-10 udp RTP Pointer 
51011-12 udp RTCP Pointer 
51013-14 udp RTP FTP 
51015-16 udp RTCP FTP 
51017-18 udp RTP Video 
51019-20 udp RTCP Video 
51021-22 udp RTP Vumeter 
51023-24 udp RTCP Vumeter 
51500+N tcp SLEVA service flow 
51601+N*16 tcp Monitor control flow 
51601+N*16 udp Monitor SNMP 
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Annex E: Isabel Licences 
 

Isabel license 
 
An Isabel license is a file similar to the following: 
 
# Agora Systems S.A. Software License 
NumLicense = "00002-00021-00001-1056373695" 
Project = "Isabel Development" 
FirstName = "Javier" 
LastName = "Sedano" 
Email = javier.sedano@agora2000.com 
Company = "Agora Systems S.A." 
Address = "C/Aravaca 12" 
City = "Madrid" 
Country = "Spain" 
PhoneNumber = "91 533 58 57" 
Expiration = "2003-12-31" 
 
MACAddress = "00:50:FC:21:1D:3C" 
HostID = "a8c02302" 
HostName = "isabel.agora-2000.com" 
IPAddress = "192.168.2.35" 
 
LicenseType = "Standard" 
DemoTimeout = "15" 
ProductID = "Isabel" 
Master = ".*" 
Role = ".*" 
Activity = ".*" 
Quality = ".*" 
START_OK_MSG = "License: OK!" 
START_NOK_MSG = "License: expired, please contact Agora Systems S.A." 
 
Generation = "Mon, 23 Jun 2003 15:10:36 +0200" 
 
33c9b022b482fccb6063395cb1b0c1c60529e8726f2c1f37c928e61dc09453c4 
36754b0ceccea08b91eca903a19447f870023076625dc037cf252c2c7824419c 
5c9241f7faa32a0b978cd28f5ec4cd656cd4fc729318c05e1c57351b085d51e5 
3a6e4b9867b277b718015eb206504a728d0f00bde685101f877ef1bb5baddb09 
a2427c0e1b934ce8e74513a422349da1f4ec90ed5ac2e37d85f7382f895e091c 
3d48a3837a0f0fe84e96066678e147685f387c8a86617f6893d8e3095fa11f06 
c0562b6ef298d3fa10acf31c7cd55b984896c67539d0a2f77a9f6ce058cf910e 
54e45f54e9be5f80dc9934a4d624774833ba02157c78ed37a6d271548ce3210d 
 
This file is gzip’ed (view it with zless) and stored in the file /usr/local/isabel/lib/license. 
 
A deep knowledge of the content is not needed, but sometimes an Isabel terminal may complain about 
the license, and you, as organizer, may need to help the participant to know what is wrong. The different 
sections of the licenses are: 
• License number: this is the unique number that identifies the license. 

• Administrative information, such as full name, company,… 

• Expiration date: the license will not be valid and will not work once this date has arrived. Some 
problems with licenses may be due to this expiration time. 

• Host identification: MACAddress, HostID, Hostname and IPAddress may be used. 
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Some of the fields may actually have the value “.*” which is a UNIX regexp to mean “everything”. For 
example, it is usual to have a license that is only tied to the MACAddress, allowing whatever IP 
address, HostID and Hostname, if those values are set to “.*” 

Most of the problems with licenses are due to theses fields not matching. Many things may cause 
this: the participant moved to another network and changed his IP, has changed the network card, 
has changed his host name,… 

Running /usr/local/isabel/bin/isabel_licensedata will dump on screen a form with 
those four fields filled in (as good as Isabel can see them), to allow you check whether they are 
matching or not 

• License parameters: 

o ProductID: the product the license is used for. 

o LicenseType: the type of the license (Demo, Standard, Server; see below). 

o DemoTimeout: parameter for the Demo license type 

o MaxClients (not shown in the example): maximum number of clients that can connect if the 
license type is Server (see below). 

o Master, Role, Activity, Quality: roles, activities and qualities that the given Isabel terminal can 
perform (“.*” meaning “everything”). 

• Generation time and digital signature. 

 

License schemes 
 
Isabel is comes with two different licensing schemes: terminal licenses and server licenses. 
 
In the terminal licenses scheme, every Isabel terminal must have a license to run (the demo license can 
be used for evaluation purposes, of course), either if it is acting as session server or if it is acting as plain 
terminal. This license scheme is being deprecated, so will probably disappear in the future. 
 
In the server licenses scheme, only the session server has a license of type Server (see above) and a 
maximum number of Interactive participants (MaxClients). The server has to be included if it is an 
interactive terminal too. In this case, the type of terminal license available on the remote participants is 
irrelevant (even Demo Licences are fine). 
 
Depending on non-technical issues, you may or may not have responsibility to choose one or another 
license scheme. 

 

License management 
 
Whatever license scheme has been used, a license file must always be present in every Isabel terminal. 
The Live Ubuntu Isabel CD, once installed, provides the Isabel terminal with a Demo license, usable to 
evaluate the software and perform the first tests. 
 
The request and installation of the license has been described in the “Isabel Participant’s Guide”, so refer 
there for more information. 
 
 
 


